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Fate In A Greek Society

In Greek society, three goddesses determined human destinies…

The span of one’s life

One’s allotment of misery and suffering
Fate In A Digital Society

In modern society, three goddesses determine digital destinies:

- The span of one’s virtual existence
- One’s nameless or impersonality
- Accountability for one’s actions
Data Protection & Privacy Comes With A Cost

- Legislation designed to protect personal data is vitally important
- Criminal or malicious actors will seek ways to exploit such legislation
- Complementary legislation is needed to ensure that privacy or anonymity rights do not prevent society from holding parties accountable for their actions
Cyber crimes are mostly multi-jurisdictional.

Current MLA or bilateral cooperative means to prosecute cyber crimes take months or years.

Private and public sector actors cannot protect our societies if they will be expected to seek court orders for each personal data they may seek to investigate.
A Plea for Broad Consideration When Creating Legislation

You can’t un-cut the thread

Additional legislation or global cooperation to ensure that data protection doesn't create serious challenges or impediments for cyber investigations.
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